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Dissolution modes of Fe/Cu and Cu/Fe deposits
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Using a kinetic model that includes bulk and surface driving forces, we study the different modes occurring
during the kinetics of dissolution of thin~1 or 2 ML! and thick~10 ML! deposits of Cu on Fe and Fe on Cu.
For a thin deposit, due to the lower surface energy of Cu, the dissolution kinetics is slower for the Cu on Fe
case than for Fe on Cu. In the first case the Cu remains at the surface up to the total dissolution. For the inverse
deposit a surfactant effect takes place where the deposit is buried by one or two planes of the substrate element.
Before the total dissolution and depending on the temperature and the deposit thickness the kinetics can slow
down due to the appearance of quasistationary configurations that corresponds to equilibrium solutions of an
equivalent finite system having the same instantaneous quantity of matter. For a thick deposit of Cu on Fe the
deposit also remains at the surface and the dissolution takes place following a layer by layer dissolution mode,
which corresponds to the successive dissolution of each precipitate plane, starting from the plane at the
interface between the deposit and the substrate. The shape of this interface corresponds to the equilibrium
interface between two semi-infinite phases having the bulk solubility limit concentrations. For the inverse
deposit, first a surfactant effect occurs, leading to a copper bilayer floating on the surface. Then, two layer by
layer dissolution modes take place, which correspond to the dissolution either from the bottom or from the top
of the precipitate. These layer by layer dissolution modes are linked to the large miscibility gap of the phase
diagram. We use a ‘‘local equilibrium’’ concept that allows us to compare all the configurations obtained
during the kinetics of dissolution to concentration profiles of ‘‘stable’’ or ‘‘metastable’’ solutions of related
equilibrium situations.@S0163-1829~98!04147-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structure and features of epitaxially grown ultrath
films have drawn much attention since the developmen
new magnetic materials.1–3 In some cases, it has becom
possible to stabilize new metastable structures near the
face, which exhibit magnetic properties that differ from t
bulk ones. The problem is, of course, more general and c
cerns not only magnetic materials but also other meta
alloys presenting interesting properties~reactivity for cataly-
sis, for example! that depend on their surface structure a
composition. The general problem is very complicated a
can depend on many factors: the chemical properties of
binary system, the temperature, the deposit thickness,
quality of the substrate surface, the surface orientation,
Moreover, if the deposition is made at a temperature
which the interdiffusion is also active, the structures obtain
will also depend on the deposition flux.

The study of the dissolution modes, i.e., the differe
ways a perfectA deposit dissolves on a semi-infiniteB sub-
strate at a given temperature, can teach us about the im
tance of at least three important factors: the chemical pr
erties~the tendency of the binary system to order or to ph
separate, and the difference between surface energies!, the
temperature, and the deposit thickness. In systems with
dering tendency~CuPd,PtSn, . . . !, recent studies4,5 have
shown the stabilization at the surface of quasistation
structures that do not exist in the bulk~surface alloys! that
precedes the total dissolution of the deposit. The time
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~23!/15810~11!/$15.00
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these surface alloys remain near the surface, their sequ
of apparition, and their spatial extension can depend stron
on the temperature and on the difference in surface ene
between the deposit and the substrate. For systems
phase separation tendency, before the ineluctable total d
lution, the depositedA atoms will try to form clusters or
layers in order to minimize the number of heteroatom
neighbors. These clusters or layers can either remain a
surface or be embedded by substrateB layers depending on
the sign of the difference in surface energy.

The aim of this paper is the study of the dissoluti
modes for systems with a phase separation tendency,
function of the deposit thickness, the temperature, and
sign of the difference in surface energy~dissolution ofA in B
or B in A!. The results presented here concern the Fe
system, but can also be applied to other systems that pre
a tendency to phase separation and a strong surface seg
tion ~NiAg, CuAg, AuNi, CoAu, AgRh, . . . !. We will show
that the different dissolution modes are indeed mainly due
these two features. Many experimental studies were dev
to the understanding of the growth mode of Fe thin film
deposited on Cu, especially at low temperature in orde
avoid interdiffusion. However, this interdiffusion takes pla
even at room temperature, the strong surface segregatio
copper being at the origin of such behavior.6–8

The theoretical model used here takes into account
bulk driving forces for phase separation, and the drivi
forces for surface segregation as well. The study was m
on the bcc crystallographic structure and the compact~110!
15 810 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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PRB 58 15 811DISSOLUTION MODES OF Fe/Cu AND Cu/Fe DEPOSITS
surface orientation. We are aware that, in the tempera
range that we consider, the iron is bcc but the copper is
Nevertheless, we think that the main results presented
do not depend strongly on the structure, because som
these results were obtained similarly for the NiAg syste9

~both metals are fcc!.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we give

brief description of the theoretical model used. Section
presents the results of the kinetics, in Sec. III A for Cu d
posited on Fe, and in Sec. III B for Fe deposited on C
Finally, in Sec. IV, we analyze the physical origin of th
various dissolution modes obtained during the kinetics vi
‘‘local equilibrium’’ concept.

II. ENERGETIC AND KINETIC MODELS

Our simulations are based on an energetic model,
tight-binding Ising model~TBIM !,10 the energetic param
eters of which come from a tight-binding description of t
electronic structure. It had been originally developed to stu
equilibrium surface segregation in transition- and nob
metal alloys. The kinetic extension of the TBIM is the k
netic tight-binding Ising model~KTBIM ! that is a simple
one-dimensional mean-field model.11,12 It assumes homoge
neous concentrations per plane parallel to the surface
ensures that the steady-state concentration profile co
sponds to the same one given by the TBIM.

In the KTBIM framework, the time dependence of th
mean concentrationsci(t) per plane parallel to the surfac
are calculated as a detailed balance between incoming
outgoing fluxes:

]c0

]t
5

Z18D

a2 F ~12c0!
c1

g0
2c0g0~12c1!G ,

]ci

]t
5

Z18D

a2 F ~12ci !H g i 21ci 211
ci 11

g i
J

2ci H ~12ci 21!

g i 21
1g i~12ci 11!J G , i .0, ~1!

where i 50 is the surface plane,a52.86 Å is the lattice
parameter,Z18 the number of first neighbors of a site in th
adjacent planes, andD5D0exp(2Q/kT) the bulk diffusion
coefficient,13 with D05300 cm2/s and Q52.94 eV/at for
diffusion of Cu impurities in Fe.14

For anAcB12c alloy if ci(t) is the instantaneous conce
tration of A in plane i, g i(t) is related to the instantaneou
transition probability to exchange anA atom in planei with
a B atom in planei 11. In the KTBIM model,g i(t) depends
on the instantaneous segregation energiesDHi(t) as follows:

g i~ t !5expS DHi~ t !2DHi 11~ t !

2kT D , ~2!

whereDHi(t) is the energy needed to exchange aB atom in
the planei with an A atom from the bulk. Then, the differ
ence appearing in Eq.~2!: DHi(t)2DHi 11(t) is the energy
needed to exchange aB atom from planei with an A atom
from planei 11.
re
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The coherence between the kinetic~KTBIM ! and the
equilibrium model~TBIM ! appears at this point because w
write the instantaneous segregation energies as the su
three terms10 as in the equilibrium model:

DHi5Dhi1Dhi
size1DHi

alloy . ~3!

We will briefly summarize the significance of these thr
terms and their relative importance for the FeCu system:

~i! Dhi is related to the difference in surface energy and
is generally different from zero only for the surface pla
( i 50). The difference in surface energy between Fe and
for the ~110! face in the bcc structure favors a strong copp
segregation:Dh05tCu2tFe520.272 eV/at.15

~ii ! Dhi
size accounts for the contribution to the segregati

energy due to the difference in size of the allo
constituents,16 it is also generally significative only for the
surface and first underlayer planes. The size mismatch
tween Cu and Fe is very small, less than 1%, andDhi

size can
be neglected.

~iii ! DHi
alloy is the alloying effect:

DH0
alloy5 (

j 51,2
Vj@Zj812Zj~c02c!12Zj8~c122c!# ~4!

and

DHi
alloy5 (

j 51,2
2Vj@Zj~ci2c!

1Zj8~ci 211ci 1122c!#, i .0, ~5!

Zj andZj8 are the number of nearest (j 51) and next-neares
( j 52) neighbors in the same plane and in the adjac
planes~below or above!, respectively. For the bcc~110! ori-
entation all these neighbors are located in the same plan
in the adjacent planes andZ154, Z1852, Z252, Z2852. c is
the bulk concentration and let us note that we have chose
work always in concentration of the minority element, i.e.c
andci represent the concentration of Cu when studying d
solution of Cu on Fe, and the concentration of Fe in the
on Cu case.V1 and V2 are the effective pair interaction
between nearest and next-nearest neighbors:

Vj5
1

2
~Vj

FeFe1Vj
CuCu22Vj

FeCu!, j 51,2. ~6!

They characterize the bulk tendency to order or to ph
separate (V,0, accounts for tendency to phase separatio!.
For the bcc structure, the atomic interaction parameters
crease in such a way thatV2 is roughly equal toV1/2.17 We
have used this relation and the valueV1520.036 eV/at to
reproduce the experimental solubility limit.13

The system~1! is worked for a finite numberN of equa-
tions using adimensional timet̃ 5t/t0, where t05Z18D/a2.
For the dissolution kinetics ofM monolayers ofA on B the
initial conditions areci(t50)51, i 50, M21 and ci(t
50)50, i 5M , N21. The boundary conditioncN(t)50
represents the contact with a pureB bulk. To integrate the se
of Eqs.~1! we use a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm.18

A large number of equations isa priori needed in order to
get a dynamics independent of the system size. In orde
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15 812 PRB 58S. DELAGE, B. LEGRAND, F. SOISSON, AND A. SAU´ L
minimize the number of equations, we take advantage
far from the surface region~typically 50 planes! the concen-
trations are very lowci!1 and the nonlinear system of Eq
~1! can be approximated by the discrete classical Fic
equation :

]ci

]t
5

D

d2
~ci 111ci 2122ci !, ~7!

where d5a/Z18 is the interplane distance. We can th
modify the discretization of Eqs.~7!:

]ci

]t
5

2D

di1di 21
S ci 212ci

di 21
1

ci 112ci

di
D ~8!

and use, for example, a monotonically increasing dista
di51.2di 21 for i>50.19 It allows us to typically decrease th
number of equations from 10 000 to 100.

III. RESULTS

In this section we present the results of dissolution kin
ics for deposits of Cu on Fe and of Fe on Cu. In both ca
we will show results for thin~1 or 2 ML! and thick~10 ML!
deposits. We will present results for only one temperat
(T51100 K), or two temperatures (T5700 K and T
51100 K! when an appreciable qualitative difference
function of the temperature occurs.

In the Cu on Fe case the element of lower surface ene
is already in the surface and the dissolution modes are
pler than in the inverse case.

The dissolution of Fe deposited on Cu shows a co
pletely different behavior because the element of higher
face energy is now initially on top. We will show in th
following that this feature leads to a new behavior for bo
the thin~1 and 2 ML! and thick~10 ML! dissolution kinetics.
We will first study the thin deposit case at low temperatu
700 K, and high temperature, 1100 K, and then the th
deposit one only at 1100 K.

The bulk solubility limits within the mean-field approx
mation are ca50.0014 and 0.017 atT5700 K and T
51100 K, respectively.

A. Cu deposited on Fe

1. 1 ML of Cu on Fe(110)

We consider here the dissolution kinetics of one mo
layer of Cu deposited on a Fe~110! substrate. In Fig. 1, we
report the copper concentration of the surfacec0 and first
underlayerc1 planes as a function ofAt/t0. We clearly ob-
serve a linear behavior of the surface concentrationc0 with
At/t0 in the major part of the kinetics. During the dissolutio
of Ag deposited on Cu~111!, which is similar in many as-
pects with the dissolution of Cu on Fe~110! ~the bulk clus-
tering tendency and strong tendency to surface segregat
the deposited element!, Auger electron spectroscop
experiments20,21show a similar behavior for the evolution o
the Ag concentration.

This linear behavior withAt is known to happen experi
mentally in cases of strong segregation. It can be found th
retically as the approximate solution of the KTBIM equ
at
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tions as follows. First, we assume that the concentrationck
of the k plane under the surface remains constant during
dissolution. Second, ifck!1 the system of Eqs.~1! for the
region i>k can be reasonably well approximated by t
Fick’s equation. Then the analytical solution of the conce
tration profile for this regionci(t)5ckerfc@( i 2k)At0/4t# al-
lows us to estimate the flux of matter coming from the s
face j 0(t)5ck /Aptt0 and consequently the decrease of t
copper concentration at the surface:20,22

c0~ t !'c0~0!22ckA t

pt0
. ~9!

We will show in Sec. IV A thatc2(t) remains constant dur
ing the dissolution due to the local equilibrium. Equation~9!
with the constant value ofc2 gives a slope ofc0(t) as a
function ofAt that differs only 15% of the one from Fig. 1
Let us add that the role of the temperature is essentially
change the slope value.

2. 10 ML of Cu on Fe(110)

The dissolution kinetics of 10 ML of Cu on Fe is show
in Fig. 2. The deposit undergoes a layer by layer dissolut

FIG. 1. Kinetics of dissolution of one Cu monolayer on Fe~110!
at T51100 K. The surface and first underlayer Cu concentrati
c0(t) andc1(t) are plotted vsAt/t0.

FIG. 2. Kinetics of dissolution of 10 ML of Cu on Fe~110! at
T51100 K. The Cu concentration of the 11 planes near the sur
@ci(t), i 50,10# is plotted vsAt/t0. ca and cb are the bulk solu-
bility limits ~dotted lines!.
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PRB 58 15 813DISSOLUTION MODES OF Fe/Cu AND Cu/Fe DEPOSITS
starting from the plane at the interface between the dep
and the substrate.23 Each deposit plane initially pure in cop
per reaches rapidly the solubility limitcb ~the Cu-rich one!,
then the copper atoms leave each deposit plane success
the concentrations of these planes decreasing rapidly toca
~the solubility limit of the Fe-rich phase!. It leads to aca /cb
interface that moves towards the surface. We can see tha
planes 8 to 2 show exactly the same behavior spaced
from a constant value inAt. Moreover, the dissolution o
these planes takes place while the concentrations of
planes below remain constant at a value close toca .

We can use the same argument than above assuming
the concentration of some plane below the deposit rem
constant during the dissolution to find that the total quan
of copperm(t) must decrease as

m~ t !5 (
i 50

M21

ci~ t !'M22caA t

pt0
, ~10!

where N is the total number of Cu planes initiall
deposited.24 Then, the delay between the dissolution of tw
successive planes can be estimated:D(At/t0)5Ap/(2ca)
'52, in good agreement with the spacing shown in Fig. 2
the last stage of the dissolution (At/t0.350), the segrega
tion effect tends to slow down the dissolution of the last t
planes.

At lower temperatures the same layer by layer dissolut
mode is observed but a lower solubility limit$ca decreases
as exp@(Z1V11Z2V2)/kT# at low temperature% can signifi-
cantly slow down the process. Another effect due to the te
perature is that the instantaneousca /cb interface that moves
to the surface becomes more abrupt at lower temperatur

Finally, let us mention that the standard diffusion theo
based on Fick’s description cannot give the same result
the KTBIM model.23 In Fick’s description the flux of matte
is proportional to the concentration gradient, all the plan
will then react together in order to minimize this gradie
and they will dissolve almost simultaneously.

B. Fe deposited on Cu

1. 1 and 2 ML of Fe on Cu(110)

T5700K. The Fe concentration of the five layers close
the surface vs the square root of time for the dissolution o
ML of Fe on Cu~110! is shown Fig. 3. In a first time, the
strong copper segregation leads to an immediate surface
richment in copper@c0(t) decrease rapidly from 1 to 0#. This
rapid enrichment takes place via atom exchanges betw
the first two planes, the planes labeled 2 and 3 playing o
a minor role. Then the plane labeled 1 enriches in cop
whereas the iron atoms spread between planes 2 and 3, f
ing a mixed bilayer. These planes have almost the same
centration, and we call this situation configuration (c2 ,c3).
We introduce here a notation that will be useful in the f
lowing: when most of the precipitate is located in the tw
consecutive planesk and k11 we will call it configuration
(ck ,ck11). This (c2 ,c3) configuration takes place forAt/t0
from 5 to 12 and after this time it leads to a Fickian diss
lution of all the planes under the surface~the surface being
always pure copper!. That is what we call the surfactant dis
sit
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solution mode, the deposited element dissolves while i
buried below one or two monolayers of the substrate.

For the dissolution of 2 ML of Fe on Cu~110!, the kinetics
is more complicated~see Fig. 4!. First (At/t0,4), the sur-
face plane enriches in copper, leading to the appearance
copper monolayer floating on the deposit, i.e., the Fe conc

FIG. 3. Kinetics of dissolution of one Fe monolayer on Cu~110!
at T5700 K. The Fe concentration of the five planes near
surface@ci(t), i 50,4# is plotted vsAt/t0.

FIG. 4. Kinetics of dissolution of two Fe monolayers o
Cu~110! at T5700 K. ~a! Fe concentration of the four planes ne
the surface@ci(t), i 50,3# vs At/t0 at the beginning of the disso
lution kinetics, ~b! Fe concentration of the five planes near t
surface@ci(t), i 50,4# vs At/t0 at longer time.
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15 814 PRB 58S. DELAGE, B. LEGRAND, F. SOISSON, AND A. SAU´ L
tration of the first three planes isc0.0, c1.1, andc2.1 as
can be seen in Fig. 4~a!. This situation of a Cu monolaye
floating above two mixed planes, a (c1 ,c2) configuration,
corresponds to a quasistationary solution of the system
equations~1! that slow down significatively the kinetics
That is the reason why we have only presented the first
of the kinetics in Fig. 4~a! and a zoom at a longer time i
Fig. 4~b!. For the part of the kinetics not shown (At/t0 be-
tween 40 and 180! the Fe concentration of the planes label
1 and 2 decrease slowly and monotonously. Then the
concentration of the first layer under the surface (c1) sud-
denly decreases and a new configuration formed by a floa
Cu bilayer above two mixed planes takes place. This (c2 ,c3)
configuration then disappears forAt/t0.184 giving rise to a
Fickian dissolution for all the planes except for the surfa
plane, which is always pure Cu as in the end of kinetics
the 1 ML Fe on Cu case. We will see in Sec. IV how we c
link these quasistationary (ck ,ck11) configurations to meta
stable solutions of the equilibrium equations describing
segregation in FeCu thin films.

T51100K. The same study at 1100 K is shown in Fig.
for 1 Fe monolayer deposit on Cu~110! and in Fig. 6 for 2 Fe
ML. For 1 ML, the beginning of the kinetics is similar to th

FIG. 5. Kinetics of dissolution of one Fe monolayer on Cu~110!
at T51100 K. Fe concentration of the five planes near the surf
@ci(t), i 50,4# vs At/t0.

FIG. 6. Kinetics of dissolution of two Fe monolayers o
Cu~110! at T51100 K. Fe concentration of the six planes near
surface@ci(t), i 50,5# vs At/t0.
of

rt

e
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e

one at 700 K~Fig. 3!. The Fe surface concentration decreas
rapidly and reaches nearly zero atAt/t052. This copper en-
richment of the surface plane occurs via atom exchan
between the first three planes~see the increase of the F
concentration ofc1 and c2 while c0 decreases!. Then, c1
decreases its Fe content at the expense of the planes b
they finally dissolve via a classic Fickian dissolution typ
We do not observe at this temperature a (c2 ,c3) configura-
tion corresponding to the precipitate located in the plane
and 3 as we have seen at 700 K.

For the dissolution of 2 ML of Fe on Cu there are al
differences at 1100 K with respect to the 700 K case. At 7
K we have found the appearance of a (c1 ,c2) configuration
followed by a (c2 ,c3) one. At 1100 K only the second qua
sistationary configuration appears~see Fig. 6!. Let us com-
pare this kinetics to the one at 700 K in Fig. 4. First, t
usual rapid copper enrichment at the surface takes place
lower temperature. However the (c1 ,c2) metastable configu-
ration does not appear, thec2 concentration increases whil
c1 remains constant and then this concentration decreas
the expense ofc3 . Next, a (c2 ,c3) configuration occurs,
starting with concentrationsc2.c3.0.7, and decreasing
slowly with time. At T5700 K, the (c2 ,c3) configuration
started from lower concentrationsc2.c3.0.5, the differ-
ence between the two cases is the previous stage of the
solution.

Moreover, let us compare the time scale of thec0 de-
crease in the case of 1 ML Cu/Fe~Fig. 1! and 1 ML Fe/Cu
~Fig. 5! kinetics atT51100 K. In Fig. 1, the surface con
centration of copper reaches 0.1 whenAt/t0.200. In the
case of 1 ML Fe/Cu deposit, the decrease of the surf
concentration in iron is very fast, andc0 almost vanishes a
At/t052. This difference points out the strong segregat
effect, which leads either to a trapping of copper at the s
face for 1 ML Cu/Fe deposit, or to a fast enrichment
copper at the surface in the case of a 1 ML or 2 ML Fe/Cu
deposit.

2. 10 ML of Fe on Cu(110)

In the case of a thick deposit of Fe on Cu, we can exp
a competition of two behaviors described before. First,
cause the element of highest surface energy is now on
we can wonder if the surface segregation effect, which le
to the surfactant effect for 1 and 2 ML Fe/Cu, would b
strong enough to allow the climb of the copper atom
through the deposit. Second, as in the case of the dissolu
kinetics of thick deposits of Cu on Fe, we can expect
obtain the particular layer by layer dissolution mode that
controlled by the immiscibility of the constituents.

In Fig. 7~a! we show the dissolution kinetics of 10 ML o
Fe deposited on Cu atT51100 K. We schematize the mai
features of the kinetic evolution in Fig. 7~b!. We can see tha
in spite of the deposit thickness, the strong segregation le
to a rapid Cu enrichment of the surface, the deposit be
buried under the surface. This surfactant effect occurs
effective atom exchanges between the plane 0 and the p
10, which was the first pure copper plane under the depo
At this stage of the dissolution@labeled II in Fig. 7~b!#, there
is no loss of iron matter in the substrate. Then a competit
between two types of layer by layer dissolution modes ta

e
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FIG. 7. Kinetics of dissolution of 10 ML of Fe on Cu~110! at T51100 K. ~a! Fe concentration of the 12 planes near the surf
@ci(t), i 50,11# vs At/t0. ~b! Schematic representation of the deposit evolution.
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place: a new one from above and the other from the bot
of the deposit. The first one to happen is from above~labeled
III ! because, for energetic reasons, the Fe precipitate pr
to move away from the surface, i.e., theca /cb interface is
more constrained close to the surface than in the bulk
next two are from the bottom~IV ! and from above~V! and
finally from stages VI–IX, a layer by layer mode from th
bottom takes place, as in the 10 ML Cu/Fe case.

IV. LOCAL EQUILIBRIUM

We have seen in the preceding sections that the diss
tion of a deposit on a substrate can give rise to the app
ance of quasistationary configurations that slow down
dissolution significantly. In this section we will show ho
these configurations can be linked to ‘‘stable’’ or ‘‘met
stable’’ solutions ofrelated equilibrium situations.

The idea was first introduced, to our knowledge,
Lagües and Domange25 to study dissolution and segregatio
kinetics in cases of strong segregation. They have sugge
m

ers

e

lu-
r-
e

ted

that because of the strong segregation the near surface k
ics is faster than the bulk diffusion, and we can then exp
the appearance of a local equilibrium in the surfa
selvedge.25 Thus, for example, the dissolution kinetics of
very thin deposit can be linked to the equilibrium segregat
isotherm.20 This idea can be generalized to cases where th
is somewhere a more rapid diffusion establishing a lo
equilibrium situation in comparison with the diffusion ph
nomena settling the global thermodynamic equilibrium.
we will show below this is also so for the dissolution of
thick deposit during the layer by layer dissolution mo
where a local equilibrium also occurs. In this case therelated
equilibrium situationis the metastable equilibrium interfac
of the deposit confined in a finite region close to the surfa
but in contact with the volume.

The idea is therefore to compare the kinetics obtain
using the KTBIM to the equilibrium profiles of thisrelated
equilibrium situations. The different choice of these equilib
rium situations allows us to define two different ways
representing the local equilibrium.
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15 816 PRB 58S. DELAGE, B. LEGRAND, F. SOISSON, AND A. SAU´ L
First local equilibrium representation(LE1): In this case
the related equilibrium situationsare the isotherm equilib
rium segregation profiles as a function of the bulk conc
tration c. To calculate the equilibrium profile of a sem
infinite binary alloy, we must minimize the total free ener
of the systemGTBIM with respect to the layer concentration
ci , which gives the following nonlinear coupled system
equations:26

ci

12ci
5

c

12c
expH 2

DHi~ci 21 ,ci ,ci 11 ,c!

kT J . ~11!

It is easy to see that the steady-state concentration profi
the kinetics equations@Eq. ~1!# is solution of this system o
equations. The equilibrium profile@c0(c), c1(c), c2(c),
etc.# is obtained by means of a Newton-Raphson procedu18

for a given bulk concentrationc and using the boundar
conditioncM115cM for someM@1.

In practice in the (LE1) we compare, for example, th
function c0(c2) obtained by eliminating the bulk concentr
tion from the segregation equilibrium profile@c0(c) and
c2(c)# to the functionc0(c2) obtained by eliminating the
time from the kinetics@c0(t) and c2(t)# obtained using the
KTBIM. 11,27

Second local equilibrium representation(LE2): In some
cases, the kinetics describes a situation that does not c
spond to the equilibrium segregation for any bulk concen
tion. It is clearly the case for the (ck ,ck11) configurations
observed during the dissolution of 1 or 2 ML of Fe o
Cu~110! ~Sec. III B 1!. However, the condition mentione
above is also fulfilled; i.e., the deposited matter quits
surface and forms these quasistationary configurations
fast compared to the time the system takes to dissolve c
pletely the deposit. It suggests that during this configurati
the deposit is in local equilibrium in a finite region~extended
over M planes! close to the surface that is also in conta
permanently with the rest of the volume. The configuratio
appearing during the kinetics must then correspond to
equilibrium ones obtained from a finite system or ‘‘equiv
lent thin layer’’ ~ETL! of the same sizeM, containing the
same mean concentrationCETL and in contact at every time
with a bulk plane having the instantaneous concentra
given by the kinetics.28

To prove if the second representation of the local equi
rium is satisfied and represented by an ETL ofM layers, we
extract at every time during the dissolution kinetics the c
centration of theM11 planecM(t) and the average concen
tration over the firstM layersCETL . Using this values we
solve the following coupled nonlinear system of equations29

ci

12ci
5

cM21~ t !

12cM21~ t !
expH 2

DHi2DHM21

kT J , i 50,M22;

~12!

CETL~ t !5
1

M (
i 50

M21

ci ~13!

and compare the profile obtained in this ETL with the o
obtained in the dissolution kinetics.

Let us mention here that if the first representation L1
applies the second one LE2 also does because both syste
-
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of equations are equivalent. The use of the LE2 in these cases
rarely gives additional information. The utility of the secon
representation is more useful when the kinetic profiles do
correspond to any equilibrium segregation solution of
system of equations~11!, in particular when the average con
centrationCETL lies in the miscibility gap.

A. Cu deposited on Fe

1. 1 ML of Cu on Fe(110)

For one monolayer of Cu deposited on Fe both the L1
and LE2 representations can be used to follow the kinet
near the surface. In Fig. 8~a! we show the applicability of the
LE1 representation by plotting the copper surface concen
tion c0 versus the concentration of the third planec2 . We
can see that apart from the rapid variation at the beginn
(c0 going from 1 to 0.9 whilec2 going from 0 to 0.006! the
local equilibrium is satisfied. It is clear from this figure th
c2 remains almost constant during the kinetics, one condit
necessary to explain theAt behavior of the surface concen
tration that we have mentioned in Sec. III A 1. The reas

FIG. 8. Local equilibrium during the dissolution of one mon
layer of Cu on Fe~110! at T51100 K. ~a! LE1 representation. The
surface concentration of Cu (c0) is plotted vs the Cu concentratio
on the third plane (c2). Comparison between kinetics results~solid
line! and the equilibrium isotherm~circles!. The arrows show the
time evolution.~b! LE2 representation. The Cu concentrations
the first four planes (ci , i 50,3) are plotted vsCETL . Comparison
between dissolution kinetics results~solid lines! and equilibrium
solutions in an ETL of four planes~circles!.
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for that is the strong segregation responsible for a v
abrupt segregation equilibrium isotherm~the surface concen
tration going from 0 to 1 whilec2.0.003) and the validity
of the local equilibrium.

In the LE2 representation@Fig. 8~b!#, we consider an ETL
of four planes. The comparison between the kinetic cur
~solid lines! and the concentrations obtained from th
pseudo- ‘‘thin-layer’’ at five different times~empty circles!
shows that the local equilibrium in this second representa
is also satisfied.

2. 10 ML of Cu on Fe(110)

During the dissolution of 10 ML of Cu on Fe where th
layer by layer dissolution mode takes place we can won
what the spatial extension of the local equilibrium is. Is t
interface between the deposit and the substrate include
this extension, or is the local equilibrium only restricted
the surface?

For the interface we can use the LE2 representation, with
an ETL of a number of planes greater than the size of
deposit. We show in Fig. 9~a! the concentration of the firs
11 planes from the kinetic dissolution in function of the i
stantaneous average concentration~solid lines!. We find

FIG. 9. Local equilibrium for the dissolution of 10 ML of Cu o
Fe~110! at T51100 K. ~a! LE2 representation. The Cu concentr
tions of the first 11 planes (ci ,i 50,10) are plotted vsCETL . Com-
parison between dissolution kinetics~solid lines! and equilibrium
solutions in an ETL of 13 planes~circles!. ~b! Comparison between
the instantaneous concentration profiles at three different ti
~empty markers! with the equilibrium interface profile in the bulk a
equilibrium ~full circles!.
y

s

n

er

in

e

again a constant spacing inCETL for the dissolution of each
layer similar to the spacing inAt/t0 found in Fig. 2. The
reason is that from Eqs.~10! and~13!, we can see thatCETL

has a linear dependence onAt/t0:

CETL.
m~ t !

13
5

1

13
~1022caAt/pt0!. ~14!

The comparison of the kinetics curves with three equilibriu
solutions of an ETL of thirteen planes@circles in Fig. 9~a!#
shows that the local equilibrium is clearly satisfied. The
gion CETL,1/13 concerns the dissolution of the surfa
layer and in this case both representations of the local e
librium can be used. The use of the LE1 , for example, would
give the same curves that we have already presented fo
dissolution of 1 ML of Cu on Fe in Fig. 8~a!, proving that the
surface region also is in local equilibrium. The only diffe
ence is that the kinetic curves will now transverse the fig
coming from the highc2 region.

From Fig. 9~a! and also from Fig. 2 we can see that th
layer by layer dissolution mode consists of a continuous d
placement of an interface towards the surface. The enve
of this interface does not evolve while approaching the s
face and corresponds to the equilibrium interface betw
two regions of limiting concentrationsca and 12ca

23,30@see
Fig. 9~b!#.

B. Fe deposited on Cu

1. 1 and 2 ML of Fe on Cu(110)

In this section we will show how the use of the LE2 rep-
resentation allows us to understand the appearance of
quasistationary configurations (ck ,ck11) summarized in
Table I.

T5700 K. We will first concentrate on the dissolution o
2 ML where two quasistationary configurations exist~see
Table I!. To show that these configurations are well d
scribed using the local equilibrium, we show in Fig. 10~a!
the LE2 representation with and ETL of five planes. Let
note that the time evolution in this figure occurs from right
left: the maximum value of the mean concentrationCETL for
an ETL ofM layers and a deposit of 2 ML occurs att50 and
is equal to CETL(t50)52/M , the final value isCETL(t
5`)50 corresponding to the total dissolution of the d
posit. It is easy to distinguish in this figure the two quasis
tionary configurations: the first one (c1 ,c2) that appears for
0.40.CETL.0.22, and the second one (c2 ,c3) for CETL
,0.22. It also interesting to point out that at the beginning
the dissolution, the decrease of the surface concentratioc0
occurs at constantCETL50.40, showing that the surface en
richment in copper takes place via atom exchanges betw
the first planes. The filled circles in Fig. 10~a! represent the

es

TABLE I. Summary of the quasistationary configurations th
appear during the dissolution of 1 and 2 Fe ML on Cu~110! at 700
K and at 1100 K.

1 ML 2 ML

700 K (c2 ,c3) (c1 ,c2) and (c2 ,c3)
1100 K (c2 ,c3)
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15 818 PRB 58S. DELAGE, B. LEGRAND, F. SOISSON, AND A. SAU´ L
equilibrium profiles. They correspond perfectly to the kine
curves in the two quasistationary configurations. Another
portant point is that at each average concentration, ther
only one solution of the system of equations~12! and ~13!.
Then, the transition between the quasistationary config
tions corresponds, via the local equilibrium, to equilibriu
phase transitions in a finite system~the equivalent thin
layer!.

For the dissolution of 1 ML at this temperature we ha
seen in Sec. III B 1 that there is only one quasistation
configuration~see Table I!. The comparison between the LE2
representation for 1 ML and 2 ML using an ETL of fiv
layers is shown in Fig. 10~b!. It is easy to understand wh
the (c1 ,c2) configuration does not appear in this case. T
average concentration required for the existence of this c
figuration is at least 0.22 and for 1 ML the maximum val
of the mean concentration isCETL(t50)50.2.

T51100K. At T51100 K, there is a (c2 ,c3) configura-
tion for the dissolution of 2 ML and no quasistationary co
figurations for the 1 ML case. The comparison between
LE2 representations in these cases for an ETL of five lay
is shown in Fig. 11. For 2 ML we can recognize the (c2 ,c3)

FIG. 10. LE2 representation of the local equilibrium for th
dissolution of a thin Fe deposit on Cu~110! at T5700 K. ~a! 2 ML
of Fe on Cu~110!. The Fe concentrations of the first five plan
(ci , i 50,4) are plotted vsCETL . Comparison between dissolutio
kinetics ~lines! and equilibrium solutions in an ETL of five plane
~full circles!. ~b! Comparison between the dissolution kinetics o
~points! and 2 ML ~lines! of Fe on Cu~110!. The Fe concentrations
of the first three sublayers planes (ci ,i 51,3) are plotted vsCETL .
-
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configuration beginning atCETL.0.35 that evolves slowly to
a more Fickian dissolution when the average concentra
decrease below 0.25. This value is higher than the maxim
average concentration for 1 MLCETL(0)50.2 explaining
why only the Fickian dissolution mode is seen in this cas

2. 10 ML of Fe on Cu(110)

As we have seen in Sec. III B 2, at the beginning of t
kinetics, the segregation effect leads to the appearance
floating layer of copper at the surface, the deposit being b
ied under the surface. Then, two different modes of layer
layer dissolution compete corresponding to the dissolution
the precipitate starting either from one extremity of the p
cipitate or from the other.

The copper enrichment of the surface at the beginning
be seen as a segregation kinetics, the surface copper con
tration going from 0 to 1 while the copper concentrati
inside the Fe deposit is very low. If one represents the s
face copper concentration versus the concentration in the
rich region not far from the surface, one will find that th
kinetics curve follows the equilibrium LE1 representation of
Fig. 8~a!. The main difference with respect to the kinet
curve given in Fig. 8~a! is that in the present case the kinet
curve will follow the equilibrium also in the high-c0 and
high-c2 values~going from the lower left corner to the uppe
right one!. It means that during this part of the kinetics th
surface is in local equilibrium.

Further in time the LE1 representation is no longer ad
equate and as for the 10 ML Cu on Fe dissolution we use
LE2 representation with a 13 planes ETL~see Fig. 12!. The
equilibrium profile calculated atCETL.0.68 is the only so-
lution to the system of Eqs.~12! and~13! and corresponds to
the stage labeled III in Fig. 7~b!. At lower CETL we find two
possible solutions for the equilibrium profile~circles and
squares in Fig. 12!, one that corresponds to the actual kine
profile and the other to a profile that would appear if t
layer by layer dissolution happened in the opposite extrem

FIG. 11. LE2 representation of the local equilibrium for th
dissolution of a thin Fe deposit on Cu~110! at T51100 K. Com-
parison between the dissolution kinetics of 1~points! and 2 ML
~lines!. The kinetics concentration profiles are at local equilibriu
in the whole range of concentration in a ETL of five planes. The
concentrations of the first three sublayers planes (ci ,i 51,3) are
plotted vsCETL .
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of the precipitate. Work is in progress to clarify the reaso
for the occurrence of one or another mode.

V. CONCLUSION

Within an energetic and a kinetic model taking into a
count the phase separation tendency in the bulk and the
face segregation effects, we have studied the different di
lution modes that occur during the dissolution of thin~1 or 2
ML ! and thick~10 ML! deposits of Fe on Cu and of Cu o
Fe.

For Cu deposited on Fe the strong Cu surface segrega
leads to the trapping of the deposit at the surface. Fo
monolayer we found a linear decrease of the surface co
concentration withAt that can be related to the equilibrium
segregation isotherm: the dissolution takes place while
surface region is in local equilibrium. In the case of a thi
deposit ~10 ML!, a layer by layer dissolution mode take
place starting from the plane at the interface between
deposit and the substrate. The shape of this interface co

FIG. 12. Local equilibrium for the dissolution of 10 ML of F
deposited on Cu~110! at T51100 K. The Fe concentrations of th
first 12 planes (ci ,i 50,11) are plotted vsCETL . Comparison be-
tween dissolution kinetics~solid lines! and equilibrium solutions in
an ETL of 13 planes~circles and squares!.
gn
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sponds to the equilibrium interface between two semi-infin
phases having the bulk solubility limit concentrations (ca
andcb), the stiffness of the interface being due to the lar
miscibility gap. For the 10 ML dissolution both the ne
surface and the interface regions are in local equilibrium

For Fe deposited on Cu, the deposit has a higher sur
energy and the substrate element climbs through the dep
to reach the surface. This leads to the formation of a cop
layer or bilayer floating on the Fe-rich precipitate. For lo
temperatures and depending on the number of depos
monolayers, the Fe precipitate spreads essentially betw
two planes forming quasistationary configurations that sl
down the dissolution considerably. These configurations c
respond to equilibrium profiles for a finite system with th
same instantaneous quantity of matter. In the case of th
deposit~10 ML Fe/Cu!, the surface undergoes also a copp
enrichment in the first stage of dissolution. Then a comp
tion between two layer by layer dissolution modes tak
place: the dissolution occurs either from the top or from
bottom of the precipitate. On one hand, the system tend
favor the dissolution from the top for energetic reasons. T
top interface is constrained by the presence of the sur
giving a small energetic preference to move the precipit
down into the bulk. On the other hand, due to the diffusi
length, it is easier for the precipitate to dissolve itself fro
the bottom. The alternation between these two modes du
kinetics depends on the deposit thickness and the temp
ture. Using similar mean-field and also Monte Carlo simu
tions, the study of the temperature influence on this com
tition is under progress for the NiAg system.31 In the case of
thin deposit, the Monte Carlo simulations show the form
tion of small clusters under the surface in contrast to
mean-field results presented here. We can wonder if this
havior would appear in the case of thick deposit, and wha
the deposit critical size driving the formation of small clu
ters.

Finally, we want to underline the usefulness of the loc
equilibrium concept to understand the reasons for the s
down of the kinetics, the transitions between different qu
sistationary configurations, and the shape of the insta
neous interfaces.
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